SAVEYOUR BUSINESS
TIME AND MONEYBY
LEARNING HOW TO
USEOFFICE 365

You don’t have hours to spare to learn how to properly use Office 365. With QuickHelp, you get the full
value out of your investment. This online learning platform makes it easy to learn how to use Office 365 the
right way, so you and your employees can be more productive and work smarter.
QuickHelp is designed to drive adoption and collaboration with an on-demand library of searchable
content focused on specific applications and features. Reduce training costs and downtime for your
organization with a learning platform that will help you see long-term change and engagement.

KEY FEATURES + BENEFITS

Creates a
learning
culture and
drives ongoing
productivity

On-demand
library of
up-to-date
learning
content

45+ live
training classes
each month

TRANSFORM THE WAY YOU WORK
In 2016 alone, Microsoft added 60 new
features to Office 365, including new products
like Teams, Groups, Planner and Sway.

Topics focusing
on specific
applications
and soft skills

Assessments to
reinforce and
test learning

PDF guides to
support diferent
learning styles

YOU NEED AN EASY WAY
TO
GET
THE
MOST
OUT
OF
OFFICE 365 AND KEEP UP WITH CONTINUOUS
UPDATES AT THE SAME TIME.
HOW WE DO IT
Traditional training is time-consuming, irrelevant and ineffective. If you’ve ever experienced this, you know
how frustrating it can be. Learning with QuickHelp is different.
The QuickHelp platform zeroes in on a learning journey that speaks to users as individuals with unique needs.

PERSONALIZE

ATTRACT

CHANGE

Intake surveys create curated learning
paths based on company goals, job
titles, work habits and skill levels.

Our intelligent platform delivers
targeted, individualized content and
messaging that keeps people
engaged with their learning.

By delivering the right content at the
right time, we reinforce learning and
transform the way users work.

THE IMPACT
Changing the way people work means driving adoption, preserving IT resources and
increasing productivity and collaboration.
One new skill saves
each employee an
average of 18 minutes
per WEEK.

One new skill saves one
helpdesk call – that’s
$25 or more in savings
per person, per playlist.

Live productivity
events save users an
average of one hour
per week.

YOUR ORGANIZATION CAN SAVE
THOUSANDS OF HOURS AND DOLLARS PER YEAR.

WHAT KIND OF RESULTS
ARE IN STORE FOR YOU?
Contact our Sales Department or visit our website:

MATTERITSERVICES.COM
1-386-868-0022

sales@matterit.com

